Abstract. The oceans play an important role in the geochemical cycle of methyl bromide (CH3Br), the major carrier of O3-destroying bromine to the stratosphere. The quantity of CH3Br produced annually in seawater is comparable to the amount entering the atmosphere each year from natural and anthropogenic sources. The production mechanism is unknown but may be biological. Most of this CH3Br is consumed in situ by hydrolysis or reaction with chloride. The size of the fraction which escapes to the atmosphere is poorly constrained; measurements in seawater and the atmosphere have been used to justify both a large oceanic CH3Br flux to the atmosphere and a small net ocean sink. Since the consumption reactions are extremely temperature-sensitive, small temperature variations have large effects on the CH3Br concentration in seawater, and therefore on the exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean. The net CH3Br flux is also sensitive to variations in the rate of CH3Br production. We have quantified these effects using a simple steady state mass balance model. When CH3Br production rates are linearly scaled with seawater chlorophyll content, this model reproduces the latitudinal variations in marine CH3Br concentrations observed in the east Pacific Ocean by $ingh et al. [ 1983] and by Lobeft et al. [ 1995]. The apparent correlation of CH3Br production with primary production explains the discrepancies between the two observational studies, strengthening recent suggestions that the open ocean is a small net sink for atmospheric CH3Br, rather than a large net source. The Southern Ocean is implicated as a possible large net source of CH3Br to the atmosphere. Since our model indicates that both the direction and magnitude of CH3Br exchange between the atmosphere and ocean are extremely sensitive to temperature and marine productivity, and since the rate of CH3Br production in the oceans is comparable to the rate at which this compound is introduced to the atmosphere, even small perturbations to temperature or productivity can modify atmospheric CH3Br. Therefore atmospheric CH3Br should be sensitive to climate conditions. Our modeling indicates that climate-induced CH3Br variations can be larger than those resulting from small (+ 25%) changes in the anthropogenic source, assuming that this source comprises less than half of all inputs. Future measurements of marine CH3Br, temperature, and primary production should be combined with such models to determine the relationship between marine biological activity and CH3Br production. Better understanding of the biological term is especially important to assess the importance of non anthropogenic sources to stratospheric ozone loss and the sensitivity of these sources to global climate change.
Characterization of methyl bromide in the marine environment is particularly important, since the oceanic flux is a critical unknown in the CH3Br atmospheric budget. While the first observational studies suggested that the ocean is a large net source of CH3Br [Singh et al., 1983; Khalil et al., 1993] , more recent work indicates a small net sink [Lobeft et al., 1995] . Constraining the oceanic flux is critical to a rational regulatory approach to industrial use of CH3Br, since it is necessary to know how the size of the anthropogenic source compares to natural sources. Additionally, the magnitude of the gross flux of CH3Br into the ocean affects the atmospheric lifetime of CH3Br and, hence the ozone depletion potential (ODP) of this compound [Mellouki et al., 1992; Lobeft et al.,-1995] . Finally, the variability of the oceanic flux in response to the changing atmospheric burden of CH3Br may "buffer" atmospheric CH3Br against changes in the magnitude of anthropogenic sources [Butler, 1994] .
The conflicting conclusions of the observational studies of marine methyl bromide arise primarily from differences in the observed concentrations of CH3Br in seawater and from the assumptions used to extrapolate measurements made in limited geographic areas to the global oceans. Below, using a simple, steady state model, we reexamine the data of Singh et al. [1983] ("Cruise A") and Loberr et al. [1995] ("Cruise B") to evaluate the hypothesis of a large ocean source. When we carefully consider the marine chemistry of CH3Br, substantial spatial and temporal variations in the seawater concentration and oceanic flux appear inevitable because of the temperature sensitivity of CH3Br inorganic chemistry and because of the apparent role of biological activity in CH3Br production.
These effects can be modeled with some confidence and account for most of the observational discrepancies. We find that the data of Singh et al. [1983] are consistent with the small ocean sink determined by Lobeft et al. [1995] , when these data are reinterpreted. Since marine temperature and productivity are both functions of climate, the possible effects of climate change on atmospheric CH3Br are also explored, using a coupled ocean-atmosphere model.
Marine Chemistry of CH3Br
All studies of methyl bromide in seawater reveal concentrations too high to be the simple result of invasion from the atmosphere balanced in steady state against the known marine loss processes, indicating a large rate of CH3Br production in the water column [e.g., Singh et al., 1983; Khalil et al., 1993; Lobeft et al., 1995] . This production process is poorly understood, although it has been assumed to be biological in the absence of other explanations [e.g., Singh and Kanakidou, 1993] , and because biogenesis of halogenated organics in natural waters is well known [e.g., Gschwend value is comparable to the air-sea exchange constant estimated for methyl halides [Liss and Slater, 1974; Zafiriou, 1975] . A priori, this suggests that the rate of CH3Br destruction in the water column should be of comparable magnitude to the escape flux to the atmosphere. This is an important point: Assuming steady state in the upper oceans, the net flux between the atmosphere and ocean (Fnet) must equal the difference between the rate of CH3Br production (Po) and the rate at which CH3Br is destroyed in the water column (Do), that is, Fne t = Po -Do. If Do is as large as, or larger than, Fnet, then moderate perturbations to either Po or Do will have a nontrivial impact on Fne t. This can impact atmospheric CH3Br. determined an average value of =5.2 x 10 -9 mol m-3 in the near-shore eastern Pacific, with site-to-site variations as large as a factor of 6 (Cruise A). Loberr et al. [1995] , following a ship track 10 ø-20 ø further west, found substantially lower concentrations, ranging from = 1 to 2.5 x 10-9 mol m-3 (Cruise B). Khalil We suggest that substantial variability in the rate of CH3Br consumption arises from the extreme temperature-dependence of the rates of hydrolysis and the reaction with chloride; the Arrhenius activation energies, Ea, are • 100 kJ/mol, leading to an increase in the rate constants of nearly an order of magnitude as temperature is raised from 0øC to 22øC ( Variations in the rate of production of CH3Br, which could also lead to substantial variability in marine and atmospheric CH3Br levels, are more difficult to quantify, largely because the CH3Br in situ source has not yet been identified. Below, we explore the possibility that CH3Br production is a function of primary production in the oceans [Singh and Kanakidou, 1993] . To do this, we scale CH3Br production rates to observed marine chlorophyll abundances (primary production and chlorophyll abundance are proportional under conditions of constant illumination, e.g., Morel and Berthon, [1989] The variability in CH3Br production rates can be easily parameterized by scaling the CH3Br production rate to chlorophyll concentration, assuming a linear correlation exists between these variables. Heretofore this was an unproven assumption. However, its validity is demonstrated by the highly linear relationship seen when regressing Cht against Pmodel (Figure 4a ), where Pmodel is obtained by substituting observed Co and T into (2), to calculate a model P at each latitude. When using the Cruise B data, the correlation coefficient, r, is 0.82. Thus it is reasonable to conclude that chlorophyll concentration and CH3Br production rates are strongly correlated and, in turn, that CH3Br production and primary production are related. We note that the correlation coefficient increases to >0.90 if these data are averaged to 10 ø latitudinal resolution, suggesting that mixing effects may still be significant at 1 ø resolution.
A similar analysis using Cruise A data also shows a generally linear trend (Figure 4a ), but with noticeably poorer correlation (r = 0.66), slightly different slope, and a much larger intercept. Analytical artifacts in the CH3Br data from Cruise A may account for some of the scatter [Montzka et at., 1995]. Additionally, discrepancies arise from at least two problems with the satellite-based ocean color observations used to derive Cht along the Cruise A shiptrack. First, because of gaps in the satellite data we have been forced to use the climatological average data for the month of the cruise. This is bound to degrade the correlation, particularly for a species with as dynamic a marine cycle as CH3Br. Second, the satellite data have been found to significantly underestimate chlorophyll when compared to shipboard observations in the eastern Pacific [Chavez, 1995] It is possible that CH3Br production rates are extremely species specific, much like that of another important trace species, dimethylsulfide (DMS) [Keller, 1991] . Further complications would arise if CH3Br production in the oceans were not a direct function of cell division or photosynthesis, as observed in some laboratory cultures . Combined, these effects would make direct correlation of CH3Br production and primary production particularly difficult in the laboratory and in limited field studies. This situation is not without precedent. For example, over small scales, correlation of DMS concentration and chlorophyll have been difficult to make. However, over larger scales, Additionally, Figure 8 illustrates that even the complete elimination of anthropogenic CH3Br does not reduce atmospheric levels to zero; 7 ppt is the lower limit in our model, neglecting temperature effects. This is in part due to the existence of large nonanthropogenic sources in our model; this remains an active area of research. However, the "buffering" Ofpa by changes in gne t also plays a role, as first suggested by Butler [1994] . Even if all nonmarine sources were eliminated, •2 ppt of atmospheric CH3Br would be supported by evasion from the oceans. These results also suggest that there may be substantial, natural variations in the atmospheric burden of CH3Br. For example, the 2 ø-5øC global cooling experienced during glacial periods [Folland et al., 1990] Nifio events, and at locations close to biomass burning sources, could reveal much about CH3Br biogeochemistry.
Other Biological Complications?
Simulations of global CH3Br response to temperature change are dependent on assumptions about the response of biology to such change. Above, we have assumed that the rate of CH3Br production is not strongly coupled to temperature. This is unlikely to be the case. However, the direction of any feedback between CH3Br production and temperature is unclear.
During E1 Nifio, for example, warmer SSTs are a signature of reduced nutrient flux into the euphotic zone. This reduction is due to a combination of upwelling of water with lower nutrient content as a result of a deeper nutricline and to reduced upwelling intensity. The corollary is a depression in biological productivity of surface waters [Barber and Chavez, 1983; Halpern and Feldman, 1994] . If CH3Br production scales with primary productivity, then E1 Nifio's could result in decreased CH3Br production and escape to the atmosphere. In this case, the effects of temperature and primary production should work in concert to depress the CH3Br flux.
On the other hand, a positive correlation has been observed between temperature and primary production when nutrient supply is not limiting [Eppley, 1972; Malone, 1982; Keller, 1989] . Eppley [1972] quantified this effect (P(T1)/P(T2) = 100.0275(T2-T0), which would lead to enhanced rates of CH3Br production under warmer conditions. However, when incorporated into our model, this effect is strong enough to counteract the influence of temperature on inorganic loss processes. The result is little net change in Pa over a 10øC range (Figure 10) . Thus it is difficult to determine whether, on balance, feedbacks between temperature and biological activity dampen or amplify the effects of temperature on the flux of CH3Br from the modern oceans, let alone from the oceans of the past or future. [1995]. Either the magnitudes of these sources have been underestimated, or a large CH3Br source remains unidentified. This deficit may be filled by large emissions from the Southern Ocean, a result of the combination of low temperature and high productivity in these waters. Since temperature and marine productivity are sensitive to climate, both the direction and magnitude of the oceanic flux should be sensitive to global climate change. Since the total amount of CH3Br produced and destroyed annually in the ocean is comparable to the flux to the atmosphere from nonmarine sources, even small perturbations of the marine cycle can produce significant atmospheric effects. Changes in tropospheric CH3Br due to changes in the ocean term are somewhat buffered by the residence time of CH3Br in the atmosphere. Thus seasonal variations should be minor, and perturbations due to E1 Nifio conditions would be, at best, apparent only at the local or regional level. However, temperature and productivity variations large enough to impact the atmospheric budget have occurred in the past and are predicted to occur in the future due to anthropogenic global warming. These effects should be considered during the formulation of CH3Br regulatory policies.
Summary and Conclusions
A large area of uncertainty in modeling the natural geochemical cycle of CH3Br is the variability of the marine production rate. We suggest that one means of quantifying this term is to compare the CH3Br abundances predicted by models such as ours with in situ or satellite-based chlorophyll data. Our simple modeling of CH3Br in the eastern Pacific is a first step in this direction. Further progress requires more measurements of CH3Br, temperature and primary productivity in the oceans, with wide geographic and seasonal coverage. Satellite estimates of chlorophyll concentration from the upcoming SeaWiFS experiment [SeaWiFS Working Group, 1987] will be particularly useful. These observations will be incorporated into three-dimensional extensions of our model, which will include the effects of horizontal transport in the ocean and atmosphere, as well as seasonal and climatic effects on atmospheric chemistry, to improve our understanding of the role of CH3Br in stratospheric 03 loss.
